
 pence/certificate +/- 

  RTFC Year 9 21.5 0 

  RTFC Year 10 21.5 0 

  RTFC Year 11 21.8 new 

Market Overview 
The approaching end-of-the-line for Year 9 left limited 
influence on prices in a malaise that extended to 
much of the RTFC market. At the end of the week, 
bids and offers remained in a tight, unyielding range 
with offers on Year 10 and Year 11 heard in much the 
same region as in the previous week - 21.7 p for Year 
10, a slightly lower 22 p for Year 11. 
  
Census introduced a Year 11 assessment, coming in 
below the offer at 21.8 p, while the Year 10 was un-
changed at 21.5 p. 
  
Demand remained hesitant, however, with blending 
still continuing apace and limited incentive to dip into 
the UK certificate market evident. 
  
Across the wider energy complex, diesel continued to 
ride the fortunes of crude with prices firming through 
the week, dragged higher by underlying heating de-
mand and geopolitics lending support to the crude 
complex. 
  
Against that, biodiesels fared less well although RME 
has seen strong support opening a substantial premi-
um to FAME 0 as seasonal factors saw the twin fuels 
moving in opposite directions. FAME 0, seasonally 
unloved as Europe enters its peak winter demand 
period, remains under pressure as a steady supply of 
SME hits Europe from Argentina. 
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Hello and welcome to Energy Census!  

It is our pleasure to introduce our weekly, New Transportation 
Fuels [RE]fuel report, covering the UK biofuel and RTFC markets. 
Please feel free to forward the report to your contacts and  
colleagues and encourage them to signup at www.census.energy 
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UK disappoints biofuel producers as it favours EV over E10  
The UK government this week earmarked £340 million to build a 
national charging network as it seeks to reduce its greenhouse gas 
emissions, and said it would allow self-driving vehicles on the road 
by 2021, but it failed to pass measures that would have boosted 
ethanol use in the country’s 36 million road vehicles. 
  
In the government’s annual budget, the UK said it would invest 
£200 million into a new £400 million Charging Investment Infra-
structure Fund and commit to electrify 25% of central govern-
ment’s carfleet by 2022. 
  
In addition it will invest another £100 million to extend the govern-
ment’s plug-in car grant to 2020, which contributes up to £4,500 
towards a new electric vehicle and allow “connected and autono-
mous vehicles” on the road in just four years. 
  
“The government wants to see fully self-driving cars, without a hu-
man operator, on UK roads by 2021. The government will therefore 
make world-leading changes to the regulatory framework, such as 
setting out how driverless cars can be tested without a human safe-
ty operator,” according to the UK government’s report. 
  
And apart from a minor increase in diesel tax, the government had 
little else to say about intervention in the fuel markets – a move 
that angered some biofuels producers that had requested the gov-
ernment compel fuel suppliers to use 10% renewable petrol in the 
mix. 
  
“We agree with the Chancellor that we owe it to our children to 
clean up the air they breathe. But we also owe that to the existing 
population, and the time for meaningful action is now, not in the 
distant future,” said Mark Chesworth, managing director of Vivergo 
Fuels. 
  
Biofuels producers say introducing E10 would lower pollutants and 
be the equivalent in carbon emissions savings of taking 700,000 
cars off the road. 

  
However, the government claims that introducing E10 as a stand-
ard would damage vehicles. 
 
 

China’s Hainan airlines flies to US on cooking oil 
China’s biggest private airline has powered its first commercial in-
ternational flight using biofuels, flying on a route from Beijing to 
Chicago on a 15% blend of used cooking oil.  
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Census Price Assessments 
4pm London, 24 Nov 2017 

  Outright Spread to ULSD Spread to ULSD 

  $/mt $/mt pence/litre 

  UCOME 1037.50 470 31.30 

  FAME 0 870 302.5 20.14 

  RME 1037.50 470 31.30 

  ULSD 567.50     

  

 

RTFC-RHI spread (waste based biomethane) *  

 pence/kWh pence/litre 

  RTFC Year 10 2.88 10.61 

Methodology 

 FX USD/GBP 0.7525  

* 3 pence/kWh RHI 
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The fuel was sourced from Zhennan Refining and Chemical – a sub-
sidiary of state oil company Sinopec – and comes a year ahead of 
plans by the Hong Kong-based Cathay Pacific to launch flights to the 
US using biofuels. 
  
While the Hainan flight received some press attention, it is far from 
the first airline to use biofuels as an alternative way of powering 
passenger flight since international aviation bodies allowed the use 
of biofuels in 2011. 
  
United Airlines and KLM have regularly been using biofuels in com-
mercial flights for the past year and the International Civil Aviation 
Authority (ICAO) estimates more than 40,000 flights have flown 
using renewable fuels. 
  
The use of biofuels in aviation is expected to expand rapidly follow-
ing international targets to have carbon neutral growth in emissions 
from 2020 and a 50% cut in emissions under 2005 levels by 2050. 
  
According to analysts Lux Research biofuels will account for 56% of 
the expected cut. 
  
The target equates to emitting 200 million mt of CO2 by 2050 com-
pared to a business-as-usual projection of 2.1 billion mt. 
 
 
 

Malaysia, Indonesia say EU palm moves will hit 18 million 
farmers 
Malaysia and Indonesia have said EU lawmakers' attempts to curb 
palm oil use in biofuels will impact the livelihood of 18 million farm-
ers, is unfair, and may trigger retaliatory measures. 
  
According to a joint statement by leaders of both countries – which 
together account for 82% of the world’s palm oil output – they will 
join forces to prevent any moves by EU to curb the use of palm oil, 
including by lobbying the EU. 
  
"Some attitudes and policies that are detrimental to the economic 
interest and reputation of palm oil-producing countries must be 
eliminated," President Joko Widodo of Indonesia said in a joint 
news conference this week. 
  
Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak is apparently eyeing joint ac-
tion. "If we act independently, the impact will not be that effective," 
the country's state news agency quoted him as saying. 
  
In April this year, the European Parliament passed a non-binding 
resolution calling for legislation to introduce a certification scheme 
for sustainable palm oil in a bid to curb use of the highly carbon-
intensive fuel to meet its emissions targets. 
  
And last month a junior committee of the European Parliament 
amended an EU Commission bill to ban the use of palm oil in biofu-
els from 2021. 

  
The superior cold properties of RME mean it is in de-
mand, with trading sources seeing the differential 
between the two grades standing at $170/mt – a high 
even by seasonal standards. 
  
Census also introduced the first RTFC-RHI differential, 
both on a pence/KWh and a pence/litre basis, to pro-
vide greater visibility for biomethane producers on 

which scheme is paying most for their biomethane.  
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While the April resolution is not binding, it does add 
political pressure on the EU Commission to take steps 
to verify that palm oil used in biofuels is not increas-
ing, rather than decreasing emissions. 
  
However, last month’s proposed amendment to the 
Renewable Energy Directive – should it be passed by 
the parliament and agreed by the Commission and 
Council, would be legally binding. 
  
While some lobby groups are optimistic that the pro-
posal will hold, others think that it will be dropped, if 
not by the full parliament when it votes in January, 
then in trialogue negotiations with the Council and 
the Commission when they hammer out the final bill. 
  
“The parliament will unlikely let go of this easily as it 
should be united on this front,” said one Brussels lob-
byist. 
  
Almost half of all palm oil in Europe goes to biodiesel, 
according to leaked documents published by lobby 
group Transport & Environment published one year 
ago, with palm accounting for around one-third of 
crop-based biodiesel. 
 

DfT says on track to amend RTFO before April 
2018 
The UK Department of Transport has said it is “on 
track” to make changes to its Renewable Transport 
Fuel Obligation by April 2018, although declined to say 
when the legislation will be passed. 
  
“We are on track to make changes to the Renewable 
Transport Fuel Obligation (RTFO). This will double the 
use of renewable fuels, reduce our reliance on import-
ed fossil diesel, and deliver emissions savings equal to 
taking another one million cars off the road.” 

  
The government has said it wants to toughen up its 
biofuels targets over the next 18 years and is seeking 
to use the RTFO as its main policy tool. 
 
 

- London buses to run on coffee 
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